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About This Game

Unbelievably fast soccer and volleyball game. Challenge your friends and prove them who is the best. Do you prefer soccer or
volleyball, or maybe both? It's your chance to play on 8 different stadiums. Realistic physics makes Head Goal really fun, you

can save your amazing actions on a replay and watch them later. Try the game and invite your friends to see who is the best
Head Goal player in the world.

Players about Head Goal:

"Best game that's free in 2018 it's like Rocket League + Fifa but better!" - Social Guy

"It's amazing. It's incredibly fun to play, and I would recommend it to anyone." - Infrarrojo

"This is a fun game to just go in and chill out in and pass time. It allows for very different and simple gameplay but with a
surprising amount of skill. " - tabz

Features:
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8 stadiums

2 Game Modes (Soccer and Volleyball)

Multiplayer

Realistic Physics

T-Shirts Customization

Replays

Statistics
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The game just got released, so not a lot of players are playing at the moment but i hope the number of players increase in due
course of time. A few suggestions -

 1) Include new modes such matchmaking (1vs1, 2vs2, 3vs3 etc ) instead of just having lobbies.
 2) Include ranked match making and introduce ranks.

The game seems a little overpriced.

Overall great game and a lot of fun to play !
. For \u00a33.99 me and some friends bought this game to just have some fun but everytime we joined each others game, the
person who was host was the only one without major lag. We even tried rotating hosts just incase but it was always the same..

It would be alright if it worked properly.. still not sure if it's worth the \u00a33.99 price tag.
\u73a9\u7684\u4eba\u592a\u5c11\uff0c\u800c\u4e14\u5fc5\u987b\u662f\u5728\u7ebf\u7684\uff0c\u4e0d\u592a\u597d
Only a few players are playing the game, and it requires to play with online-player, not good.. The game is on same stage as it
was ftp via www, but still it is HG. Hope it is going to get some recognition on Steam Platform. It would be nice if it was also
linked with Steam's Workshop. Some lags were occurring when it was 6 ppl on main server and 2 ppl on local. The servers don't
look very well.

. I know it's just a dollar and some cents, but I had to pay for it and now it's free to play? I was neutral about the game until that
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t. The game needs a lot of work too.. Had yo buy this for a friend so that he
would play it with me, worth it
Dats vewy nice. Good Game ! :). This is really good game alot of options and fun. try this game with friends :)
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